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My invention relates to a data storage system, and more
particularly to an improved electronic digital data storage
system using transistor circuits.

Storage systems are utilized in a wide variety of data
handling apparatus. One particular application for a stor
age System is as a sequential data storage as shown in
the radiant energy detector system as described and claimed
in the copending application for Letters Patent of the
United States of Paul N. Bossart and Thomas J. Blocher,
Jr., filed July 24, 1959, Serial No. 829,272, now aban
doned, and assigned to the same assignee as the present
invention,
The above radiant energy detector system poses the re
quirements for a storage system; first, that data be stored
in binary form in various storage banks in the sequence
received without using external gates or clock pulses in
the storage system, second, that the storage banks in the
storage System shift automatically, that is, transfer
binary data from the first or input storage bank through
the various storage banks to the last vacant storage bank
automatically; third, that the circuits comprise as few
basic circuits as possible; and fourth, that the storage sys
ten be capable of being expanded to virtually unlimited
capacity without redesigning the components of the sys
te.
Accordingly, it is a principal object of my invention
to provide a storage system which receives binary data
at an input or first storage bank and automatically trans
fers the data from the first bank through one or more
banks to the last vacant bank.
It is another object of my invention to provide a stor
age System comprising a plurality of similar basic cir
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cuits.

It is another object of my invention to provide a stor
last storage bank, data in the preceding storage banks
automatically cascades down to the last vacant storage
banks.
It is another object of my invention to provide a stor
age system including checking circuits which prevent
the System from receiving or shifting any additional data
through the system if a storage bank is not functioning
properly.
In the attainment of the foregoing objects, I provide
a storage System including a plurality of storage banks,
each bank having a plurality of storage registers. Trans
fer circuits transfer the input data from one storage bank
age System in which after the data is cancelled from the

to Succeeding storage banks, and control circuits control
the operation of said transfer circuits. Each of said
storage banks, transfer circuits and control circuits are
comprised of a pair of transistors having bi-stable con
ducting conditions.
Other objects and advantages of my invention will

become apparent from the following description taken

in connection with the accompanying drawings in which
like reference characters refer to like elements through
out and in which:
FIG. 1 is a block diagram of my storage system;
FIG. 2 is a basic circuit used in the storage system;
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FIG. 4 shows a slight modification of the circuit of
FIG. 2 to provide a time delay; and FIG. 4a is a block
diagram of the circuit of FIG. 4.
One embodiment of my storage system is shown in
block diagram form in FIG. 1. Before describing the
overall storage system, the various individual circuits as
shown in FIGS. 2, 2a, 3, 3a and 4, 4a of which the
system is comprised will be described.
A basic circuit employed in my system employs a
junction transistor connected in common emitter con
figuration as an on-off switch, FIG. 2. P-N-P type
transistors are shown in the drawings; however as is
known, N-P-N type transistors may be used if the bias
ing polarities are reversed. One or more inputs labeled
IN (four inputs are shown in FIG. 1) are connected
through parallel connected resistors 123 to the base 113
of transistor 1A. One or more outputs from transistor
1A are taken from its collector 15 through lead 14.
The biasing voltages are as follows: base 113 is con
nected through a resistor 131 to a positive potential,
emitter 11 is connected to ground or 0 potential, and
collector 115 is connected through resistor 33 to a
negative potential.
A basic bi-stable circuit used in my system is shown
in FIG. 3 and comprises a pair of transistors, each
transistor is connected as in FIG. 2 and the output of
one transistor is connected as an input to the other
transistor. In the circuit of FIG. 3, an output from the
collector 115 of transistor A is connected through lead
141 and a resistor 125 to the base 19 of transistor 1B.
A second output from collector 15 is connected through
lead 147 for purposes explained below. An output from
collector 2 of transistor B is connected through lead
45 and a resistor 127 as a feedback voltage to the base
13 of transistor A and thus provides a bi-stable multi
vibrator. Another output from collector 12 may be
connected through lead 150 for purposes explained be
low. The biasing voltages for transistor B are as foll
lows: base 119 is connected through a resistor 135 to
a positive potential, emitter 117 is connected to ground
or zero potential and collector 121 is connected through
resistor 37 to a negative potential.
The various biasing voltages to the transistors are ob
tained from a suitable source of energy indicated as a
battery 143, shown in the drawing beneath FIG. 3 and
having a tap connected to ground potential.
Transistor A is normally biased to cut off. When
transistor A is cut off, the impedance between collector
115 and emitter 11 is extremely high and the source 143
sees the transistor essentially as an open circuit, so that
the output is practically at the negative potential level of
the source 43. When any of the input voltages are neg
ative, the transistor switches or shifts from cut off to
saturation. When transistor A is saturated, the imped
ance between collector 115 and emitter 1 is very low,
so that the output is essentially connected to ground or
zero potential. Thus, a negative voltage is obtained as
an output from transistor A when there is a zero signal
(no signal) at its input, and conversely a zero voltage

or no output is obtained as an output from transistor A

when a negative input signal is connected thereto.
It should be understood that the voltages coupled as in
puts to transistor A through terminals OPQR are mo
mentary negative direct current voltages which switch

65 transistor A to saturation.

Transistor A functions in a similar manner as above

when connected in the circuit of FIG. 3. Transistor EB,
FIG. 2a is a block diagram of the circuit of FIG. 2;
as the other half of the bi-stable circuit, will obviously
FIG. 3 is a basic multivibrator circuit used in the 70 function identically to transistor A and is cut off when
storage system of FIG. 1; FIG. 3a is a block diagram
transistor A is conducting and is conducting when tran
of the circuit of FIG. 3;
sistor 1A is cut off as will become apparent from the foll
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lowing description. For purposes of the following de
Scription, the first or initial conducting condition of each
two-transistor circuit will be one in which the first tran
sistor is cut off or non-conducting, and the second tran
sistor is conducting; the second conducting condition of

Each of storage banks A, B and C will hereinafter also be
referred to as A, B and C storages, respectively.
Storage register A, 1B comprises one bi-stable multi
vibrator as shown in FIGS. 3 and 3a. Likewise, each of
storage registers 2A, 2B and 3A, 3B are bistable multi

each two-transistor circuit will be one in which the first

vibrators identical to multivibrator A, 1B. Transfer
circuits C1, R1, and C2, R2 are also similar to register
1A, B but do not have the feedback connection from

transistor is conducting and the second transistor is cut
off or non-conducting.
As noted, a negative input signal to base 13 will cause
a Zero output from the collector 115 of transistor A
which output is connected through lead 14 and resistor
125 to the base 159 of transistor B and causes 1B to cut

off. The negative output signal from the collector 121
of transistor B is connected through lead 45 and resis
tor 127 as a feedback voltage to the base 133 of transistor

the second transistor to the first transistor. Transfer con
0.

5

1A to provide a multivibrator circuit. The feedback
voltage maintains the multivibrator in a second conduct

ing condition to which it has been shifted by the negative
input voltage to transistor A and thereby stores data.
Another output from collector 121 is connected through
lead 150 to other circuits in the system as will be ex

plained below.
Zero and negative potentials will hereinafter also be
designated as (0) and (-), respectively.
in the case when all the inputs to transistor A are at
(0) potential, the output of transistor 1A which is a (-)
potential is connected through lead 41 and resistor 125

to transistor B which in turn connects its (0) potential
output through lead 145 and resistor 127 as a feedback
voltage to transistor A to maintain the multivibrator in
its initial or first conducting condition to which it is ini
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ASSume, that a binary 1 is to be stored in the storage
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transistor circuits shown in FIGS. 2 and 3 have been indi

cated in block diagram form as shown in FIGS. 2a and

3a, respectively. For simplicity, the various biasing
potentials and the input and output resistors are not
shown. For purposes explained hereinbelow a delay is
introduced into some of the transistor circuits in the sys
tem by a capacitor 142 connected from the collector to
the base of a transistor to provide a feedback connection,
as in FIG. 4. Again, for simplicity, in FIG. 4a, the cir
cuit of FIG. 4 is shown as a block diagram form.
My storage system may comprise any number of stor
age banks. For simplicity in explanation only three,

namely storage banks A, B and C are shown in FIG. 1.
The banks form a plurality of rows and columns of indi

vidual bit processing circuits. Since the processing cir
cuits in the various storage banks are similar in structure
and operation, and since the various bit processing circuits
operate essentially independently of one another, only the
operation of one column of bit processing circuits need
be described in detail for an understanding of my system.
It should be appreciated that there may be any number of
circuits or columns in each of the storage banks. Again,
for simplicity in explanation only three columns of cir

spectively in the first transistor in the circuit, as shown in
FIGS. 4 and 4a. Circuits D1, D2 and D3, D4 also do not
have a feedback connection.
Initially storage registers A, B, 2A, 2B; 3A, 3B; and,
transfer control circuits D1, D2, D3, D4 are biased to be
in an initial conducting condition or state (0-0); and,
C1, 1, and C2, R2 are in a second conducting condition
or state (-0-); wherein the first symbol designates the
input to the first transistor in each circuit, while the
second symbol designates an output from the first tran
sistor and an input to the second transistor in each cir
cuit, and the third symbol designates an output from the
second transistor. Transfer circuits C1, R1 and C2, R2,
although biased to an initial conducting condition, are in
state (0-0) due to the (--) input to C1 and C2 from
1A and 2A, respectively. A (-) symbol indicates a nega
tive voltage input while a (0) symbol indicates a zero
voltage input.
The operation of my storage system will now be de
scribed.

tially biased.
A (-) input connected through lead 152 and resistor
139 to the base 9 of transistor B will also cause B

to have a (0) output on lead 150 and the (0) feedback
Voltage from transistor B to transistor A will maintain
the multivibrator in its initial conducting condition.
It should be appreciated that a signal on any or all of
the input leads to transistor 1A will cause the circuit in
cluding 1A and B to shift to a conducting condition in
which a (0) output is obtained from output lead 147 and
a (-) output is obtained from output lead 150. Con
versely, a (0) input signal to all the input leads to tran
sistor A will cause the circuit to shift to a conducting
condition in which a (-) output is obtained from lead
147 and a (0) output is obtained from lead 50. Binary
logic may obviously be expressed by assuming a negative
signal input to transistor A designates a binary one (1)
and a Zero signal input (no input) designates a binary
zero (0).
In order to facilitate the showing of my system the

trol circuits D, D2 and D3, D4 are also similar to A,
EB but in addition include a capacitor 42 and 144, re
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in the storage register 1A, 1B of the storage system by
shifting 1A, 1B to conducting condition (-0-). A mo
mentary negative voltage is coupled to transistor 1A
through at least one of the terminals OPQR to transistor
FA. The various operational steps are:
(1) Register 1A, 1B shifts to (-0.-). The negative
(-) feedback voltage from 1B to 1A through lead 145
maintains 1A, 1B in conducting condition (-0-), even

though the momentary negative input voltage to 1A may
have terminated.
(2) The (0) output from 1A through lead 147 to C1
causes transfer circuit C1, R1 to shift to (0-0). Diode
156, having its anode connected to capacitor 146 and its
cathode connected to ground or zero potential, permits
the capacitor to discharge rapidly to zero potential when
the output of R1 shifts to (0); the capacitor discharge
has no effect on 1B, and therefore causes no change in
register 1A, B.
(3) The (-) output from C1 through lead 153 causes
register 2A, 2B to shift to (-0-). The (-) output
from C1 is also connected through leads 153 and 162 to
C2 to prevent C2, R2 from shifting even though storage
bank A may be empty. This assures that an orderly
sequential stepping action occurs.

(4) The (-) output from 2B is connected through

60

lead 155 to a shift or transfer control circuit B, numbered
81, comprising circuit D1, D2. With a (-) input, con
trol circuit D1, D2 shifts to (-0-) after time delay
determined by capacitor 142. The time delay provided
by capacitor 142 delays the shifting of circuit D1, D2 such
that the change in output connected from D2 through

65
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cuits, namely columns 1, 2 and n are shown in FIG. 1. 75

lead 157 to C1, C3 and CN is delayed to compensate
for any variations in the circuit parameters of the various
columns to assure the transfer of data from all the regis
ters in storage bank C to the associated registers in stor
age bank B is maintained synchronized. Transistor D1,

having the capacitor 142 connected as shown in detail
in FIG. 4, requires that a transistor such as D2, connected
as shown in FIG. 2, be connected thereafter, since the
output of D tends to be an exponentially rising or fall
ing pulse and D2 is required to square the wave front.
In addition the inversion of the voltage is necessary to

3,126,524
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provide an output corresponding to the input to circuit
the fact that a binary 1 is stored in register 3A, 3B.
D1, D2.
s
Shift control A comprising D3, D4 thus provides an in
(5) The (-) output from D2 connected through lead
hibit voltage to circuit C2, R2 to prevent additional
157 to C1, causes circuit C, R, to shift to (-0-).
(6) As R1 shifts to a non-conducting condition, a nega
tive (-) transient voltage or pulse is developed at the

5

146 to register 1A, B, and 1A, 1B is shifted or reset
to its initial condition of (0-0) to clear said register of
input data.
Lead 158 checks that register 2A, 2B has shifted to
(-0-). If register 2A, 2B does not, for any reason,

0

output of R1 which pulse is coupled through capacitor

shift to (—0—), and remains as (0-0), lead 58 con

nects a (-) voltage from 2A to R1 which in turn will
couple a (0) output to B. Since a steady state (-)
voltage is now connected to R neither a (0) or (-)
transient input to R will cause a change in the R1 con
ducting condition. Capacitor 46 will block any direct
current voltage. Thus, since R1 can not shift its non
conducting state to provide a negative pulse to reset B,
register 1A, 1B can not shift out the binary í stored there
in. A circuit similar to shift controls A and B could be
used to indicate to the input system that storage bank C
still contains stored data which might be utilized to pro
vide an inhibit signal to jam the system to show it is not
operating properly.
(7) The (0) output from C connected through lead
53 to 2A causes no change in register 2A, 2B since the
negative feedback from 2B through lead 157 to 2A main
tains register 2A, 2B in state (-0-).
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transfer of data to storage bank A. Lead 167 connects
the output of D4 in parallel to C2, C4 and 2CN, and

thus once a binary 1 is stored in any of the registers in
storage bank A no additional data can be entered into
the other registers of storage bank A. This assures that
a (0) or no input to any of the registers in a storage
bank functions as an intelligible bit of each code.
(5) Capacitor 148 blocks the negative direct current
voltage output of R2 from affecting 2.B.
(6) The (-) output from 2B connected through lead
155 to D1 causes circuit D1, D2, after time delay deter
mined by capacitor 142, to shift to (-0-).
(7) The (-) output from D2 connected through lead
157 to C1 causes circuit C1, R1 to shift to (-0-).
(8) The (-) pulse developed as R1 shifts to its non
conducting condition is coupled through capacitor 146
and lead 152 to 1B to cause register 1A, 1B to reset to
(0-0) to clear 1A, 1B of data.
(9) At this point register 3A, 3B in storage bank A and
register 2A, 2B in storage bank B both have a binary 1
stored therein.
Assume it is next desired to store a binary 1 in register
1A, 1B. A third momentary negative (-) voltage is
coupled to transistor 1A through at least one of the ter
minals OPQR.
(1) Register 1A, B shifts to (-0-). The negative
feedback from 1B through lead 145 to 1A maintains
register A, B in conducting condition (-0-).
(2) The (0) output from 1A connected through lead
151 to C1 causes no change in circuit C1, R1 since the
(-) input from D2 maintains C1, R1 at (-0-). Thus,
shift control B provides an inhibit voltage to circuit C1,
Ri to prevent additional transfer of data to storage bank
B, for purposes as described above in connection with
shift control A.
(3) There is no input from R1 through lead 152 to 1B
since capacitor 146 blocks any direct current voltage.
(4) At this point, register 3A, 3B in storage bank A;
2A, 2B in storage bank B; and 1A, B in storage bank
C all have a binary 1 stored therein.
The input to the registers in storage bank C, namely,

(8) The (0) output from 2A connected through lead
159 to C2 causes circuit C2, R2 to shift to (0-0). Diode
154, connected similarly as diode 156, functions to permit
capacitor 148 to discharge to zero potential when the out
put of R2 shifts to (0); the capacitor discharge has no 35
effect on 2B, and therefore causes no change in register
2A, 2B.
(9) The (-) output from C2 connected through lead
163 to 3A causes register 3A, 3B to shift to (-0-).
(10) The (-) output from 3B connected through lead 40
165 to a shift control A, numbered 83 and comprising
circuit D3, D4, causes D3, D4, after a time delay deter
mined by capacitor E44, to shift to (-0.-).
(11) The (-) output from D4 connected through lead
67 to C2 causes circuit C2, R2 to shift to (-0-).
5 1A, 1B; 0A, 10B; and NA, NB is concurrent. As noted
(12) The (-) output pulse developed as R2 shifts to
above, the output of D2 is connected by lead 157 in par
its non-conducting condition is coupled through capacitor
allel to C1, C3 and CN. Likewise, the output of D4 is
148 and lead 16 to 2B to reset register 2A, 2B to (0-0)
connected by lead 167 in parallel to C2, C4 and 2CN.
to clear said register of input data. Lead 170 checks that
The delay characteristics in circuits D1, D2 and D3 and
3A, 3B has set to (-0-) in a similar manner as dis
D4 maintain the transfer operations between the various
cussed above in connection with lead 158.
registers in each of the three storage banks synchronized,
(13) At this point, (0) output from C2 connected
and compensate for any variations in the time required
through lead 163 to 3A causes no change in register 3A,
to transfer a code bit from the circuits in one storage
3B since the (-) feedback from 3B through lead 169 to 55 bank to the circuits in the next lower or succeeding storage
bank.
3A maintains register 3A, 3B in conducting condition
(-0-), that is, stores a binary 1 in storage bank A.
The output of each of the storage units in storage bank
Assume it is next desired to store a binary in register
A is connected through an associated output amplifier
2A, 2B. A second momentary (-) voltage input is to a utilization circuit. A rotary type contact switch
coupled to transistor A through at least one of the ter 60 172 sequentially connects the output from each of the
minals OPQR. The various operational steps are:
registers 3A, 3B; 30A, 30B; and 3.NA, 3NB through to
(1) Register 1A, 1B shifts to (-0-). The (-) feed
an output line to a utilization circuit as discussed in the
back from B to A connected through lead 145 main
above referred to copending application of Paul N. Bos
tains A, 1B in conducting condition (-0.-).
sart and Thomas J. Blocher, Jr.
(2) The (0) output from A connected through lead
An output from register 3A, 3B is connected through
47 causes circuit C1, Ri to shift to (0-0). As above, 65 lead 181 and resistor 182 to the associated amplifier 184
diode 556 permits capacitor 146 to discharge to zero
which is similarly biased as is shown in FIG. 2 with its
potential; the capacitor discharge has no effect on B, and
base connected through a resistor 183 to a positive poten
therefore causes no change in register A, B.
tial, its emitter connected to zero potential and its col
(3) The (-) output from C connected through lead lector connected through line 185 and resistor 186 to a
153 to 2A causes register 2A, 2B to shift to (-0-).
negative potential. A negative output from register 3A,
(4) The (0) output from 2A connected through lead
3B
causes amplifier 184 to conduct providing essentially
159 to C2 causes no change in circuit C2, R2 since the
a Zero potential to output line 185 and the associated con
(-) output from D4 connected through lead 167 to C2
tact of rotary switch 172. Likewise, when the output
maintians circuit C2, R2 at (-0-). As will be appre
from register 3A, 3B is zero, amplifier 184 will be cut
75
ciated control circuit D3, D4 is in state (-0-) due to off and a negative potential will be connected to the out
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put line 185 through the associated contact of rotary
switch 172.

After the information from storage bank A is read out,
a cancel or reset voltage may be applied to reset storage
bank A to its initial condition. To reset storage blank

A, a momentary negative voltage is applied from an
operator reset stage 174 through a lead 73 to the second
transistor of each of the registers in storage bank A.
The negative voltage connected to the second transistor

of each of the registers in storage bank A will reset or
shift these registers to (0-0).

The following sequence of steps will occur to auto
matically cascade the stored data to the last empty Storage
register.
Upon receiving an operator reset voltage all the stor
age registers in storage bank A will now provide a (0)
output to D3, and shift control A will reset to (0-0).
The (0) output from D4 connected through lead 167 to
C2, C4 and 2CN will tend to reset transfer circuits C2,
R2; C4, R4; and 2CN, 2RN to (0-0). Assume for ex
ample, at this point that register 2A, 2B has a binary 1
stored therein, that is, it is in state (-0-). The (0)
output from D4 and a (0) output from 2A connected
through lead 159 to C2 will permit C2, R2 to shift to
(0-0). A (-) output connected from C2 through lead
163 to 3A will shift register 3A, 3B to (-0-), that is,
store a binary 1 therein. A (-) output from 3B con
nected through lead 165 to D3 will reset shift control A
to (-0-). A (-) output from D4 connected through
lead 167 to C2 will shift circuit C2, R2 to (-0-). A
(-) output pulse developed as R2 shifts is connected
through lead 161 to 2B to reset register 2A, 2B to its
initial condition of (0-0).
The sequence of steps is repeated for storage registers
1A, 1B and 2A, 2B. Assume, for example, that storage

20
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tivibrators for controlling its conducting condition, means
connecting a feedback voltage from the output to the
input of each of said multivibrators for maintaining a
multivibrator in the conducting condition to which it has
been controlled and thereby storing data, transfer means
for said storage registers for transferring data from storage
registers in one storage bank to storage registers in a
succeeding storage bank, a plurality of control means
having bi-stable conducting conditions, means biasing
Said control means to an initial conducting condition, one
control means connected in parallel to the transfer means
associated with a storage bank, the output of each stor
age register in each bank being connected in parallel to
said control means, a storage register having data stored
therein providing an output to shift said control means
to its Second conducting condition, and said control means
when in its second conducting condition providing an
output to said transfer means to inhibit the transfer of
additional data to any storage register in a storage bank
having a storage register in which data is stored.
2. A data storage system comprising, in combination,
a plurality of storage registers for storing binary data,
a plurality of transfer means for said storage registers,
and a plurality of control means for said transfer means,
Said Storage registers, said transfer means and said con
trol means each comprising first and second transistors

connected to provide circuits having bi-stabie conducting
conditions, means biasing said circuits to an initial con
ducting condition, means connecting binary input signals

30
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register 1A, 1B also has a binary 1 stored therein, that
is, it is in state (-0-). Once 2A, 2B is reset to (0-0),
the (0) output connected from 2B through lead 155

to D1 will cause shift control B to reset to (0-0). A 40
(0) output from D2 is connected through lead 157 as

an input to C1. Also, a (0) output from A is con
nected through lead 147 as a second input to C1. The
two (0) inputs to C1 will reset transfer circuit C1, R1
to (0-0). A (-) output from C1 connected through 45
lead 153 to 2A will shift register 2A, 2B to (-0-), that
is, store a binary 1 therein. A. (-) output from 2B
connected through lead 155 to D1 will reset shift control
A to (-0-). A (-) output from D2 connected through
lead 157 to C1 will shift circuit C1, R1 to (-0-). A 50
(-) output pulse developed as R1 shifts is connected
through capacitor 146 and lead 152 to 1B to reset register
1A, 1B to its initial condition of (0-0).
If, however, when storage register 3A, 3B is reset,
storage register 2A, 2B is vacant, that is, it is in state 55
(0-0); a (-) output from 2A is connected through lead
159 to C2 and transfer circuit is in state (-0-). The
(O) output from C2 is in turn connected through lead
163 to 3A and register 3A, 3B remains in its initial state
(0-0), that is, with no binary 1 stored therein or vacant.
The same steps occur between registers 1A, 1B and 2A, 60
2B if 1A, 1B is vacant when register 2A, 2B resets to its
initial condition.
Although I have herein shown and described only one
form of apparatus embodying my invention, it will be 65
understood that various changes and modifications may
be made therein within the scope of the appended claims
without departing from the spirit and scope of my inven
tion.
Having thus described my invention, what I claim is: 70
1. A storage system for storing a binary data com
prising, in combination, a plurality of storage banks each
of said banks including a plurality of storage registers,
each of said storage registers comprising a multivibrator
biased to have bi-stable conducting conditions, means

to the first transistor of a first of said storage registers for
controlling the conducting condition of said first register,
in each register means connecting the output of the sec
ond transistor as a feedback voltage to the first transistor
for maintaining said register in the conducting condition
to which it has been controlled and thereby storing data,
means connecting the output of the first transistor of a
first of said storage registers as an input to the first tran
sistor of a first of said transfer means for controlling the
conducting condition of said first transfer means, capaci
for means for connecting the output of said second tran
sistor of said first transfer means as an input to the second
transistor or said first storage register for coupling any
transient output developed as said first transfer means
changes conducting conditions for resetting said first

storage register to an initial condition, means connecting
the output of said first transistor in said transfer means
as an input to the first transistor of a succeeding storage
register for controlling the conducting condition of said
succeeding register and thus transferring data thereto,
means connecting the output of the second transistor in
said succeeding storage register to a first of said control
means, and means connecting the output of said first con
trol means as an input to the first transistor of said first
transfer means for inhibiting said first transfer means
from changing its conducting condition while said suc
ceeding storage register has an input signal stored therein.
3. A data storage system comprising, in combination,
a plurality of storage banks each having a plurality of
storage registers for storing binary data, a plurality of
transfer means for said storage registers, and a plurality of
control means for said transfer means; said storage regis
ters, said transfer means and said control means each com
prising first and second transistors connected to provide a
circuit having bi-stable conducting conditions, means bias
ing said transistors to an initial conducting condition,
means connecting a binary input signal to the first transis
tor of the storage registers of said first storage bank for
controlling the conducting condition of said registers,
means connecting the output of the second transistor of
each storage register as a feedback voltage to the first
transistor of the respective storage register for maintain
ing said register in the conducting condition to which it
has been controlled and thereby storing data, means con
necting the output of said first transistor in a storage reg
connecting binary data input signals to each of said mul 75 ister as an input to the first transistor of a first of said

N
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transfer means for controlling the conducting condition of control means for said transfer means; said storage reg
of Said first transfer means, capacitor means for connect
isters, said transfer means, and said control means each
ing the output of said second transistor of said first trans comprising first and second transistors connected to pro
fer means as an input to said second transistor of said first vide a circuit having bi-stable conducting conditions;
storage register for coupling any transient output de 5 means biasing said circuits to an initial conducting condi
veloped as said first transfer means changes conducting tion; means connecting a binary input signal to the
conditions for resetting said first storage register to an first transistor of a first of said storage registers of a

initial condition, means connecting the output of said first first of said storage banks for controlling the conducting
transistor in said transfer means as an input to the first - condition of said registers; means connecting the output
transistor of a succeeding storage register for controlling lo of the second transistor of each storage register as a feed
the conducting condition of said succeeding register and back voltage to the first transistor of the respective stor

thus transferring data thereto, means connecting the out.
put of each of the second transistors of said storage regi
isters in said succeeding storage bank to a first of said
first control means, and means connecting the output of
said first control means as an input to each of the first
transistors of said first transfer means for inhibiting said
first transfer means from changing its conducting cond
tion while said succeeding storage register has an input
signal stored therein.
4. A storage system for storing a binary data compris
ing, in combination, a plurality of storage banks each
of said banks including a plurality of storage registers,
each of said storage registers comprising a multivibrator
biased to have bi-stable conducting conditions, means
connecting input binary data signals to each of said mul
tivibrators for controlling its conducting condition, means
connecting a feedback voltage from the output to the in
put of each of said multivibrators for maintaining a mul
tivibrator in the conducting condition to which it has
been controlled and thereby storing data, transfer means
for each of said storage registers for transferring data
from storage registers of a storage bank to the storage
registers of a succeeding storage bank, a plurality of con
trol means each comprising a circuit having bi-stable con
ducting conditions and being biased to an initial conduct
ing condition, means connecting the output of the storage

registers in a storage bank in parallel to one of said con
trol means, means connecting the output of one control
means in parallel as inputs to the transfer means asso

ciated with one storage bank, a storage register having
data stored therein providing an output to shift said con
trol means to a second conducting condition, said control
means when in its second conducting condition provid
ing an output to said transfer means to inhibit the transfer
of additional data to any storage register in the storage
bank having a storage register with stored data, and time
delay means connected to said control means for delay
ing the shifting of said control means whereby the change
in output from said control means is delayed for assuring
the transfer of data from the various storage registers in a
storage bank to the various storage registers in a succeed
ing bank is synchronized.
5. A data storage system comprising, in combination,
a plurality of storage banks each having a plurality of
storage registers for storing binary data; a plurality of
transfer means for said storage registers; and a plurality
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age register to maintain said register in the conducting
condition to whichit has been controlled and thereby stor
ing data; means connecting the output of said first transis
tor in a storage register as an input to the first transistor
of a first of said transfer means; capacitor means for con
necting the output of said second transistor of said first

transfer means as an input to said second transistor of
said first storage register for coupling any transient output
developed as said first transfer means changed conduct
ing conditions for resetting said first storage register to
an initial condition, means connecting the output of said
first transistor in said first transfer means as an input to
the first transistor of a succeeding storage register for
controlling the conducting condition of said succeding
register and thus transferring data thereto, means connect
ing the output of the first transistor in said first transfer
means as an input to the first transistor of the succeeding
transfer means for insuring a stepped transfer of data be
tween said first and succeeding registers, means connect
ing the output of each of the second transistors of said
storage registers in said succeeding storage bank to a
first control means, means connecting the output of said
first control means as an input to each of the first tran
sistors of said first transfer means for inhibiting said first
transfer means from shifting its conducting condition
while said second storage register has an input signal
stored therein, and capacitor means for said control
means for delaying the shifting of said control means

whereby the change in output from said control means to
said transfer means is delayed for assuring the transfer of
data from the various storage registers in a storage bank
to the associated storage registers in a succeeding bank
is maintained synchronized.
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